PLEASE DON'T TALK ABOUT US WHEN WE'RE GONE

INTRO WITH KAZOO:
[C] PLEASE DON'T TALK
[D7] THOUGH OUR FRIENDSHIP

[C] PLEASE DON'T TALK
[D7] THOUGH OUR FRIENDSHIP
AND [C] IF YOU CAN'T SAY
IT'S [D7] BETTER NOT TO
[G7] TALK IS OUR AD-[C]-VICE [C]

[E7] Y' GO YOUR WAY WE'LL GOOURS,
[A7] IT'S BEST WE DO
[D7] HERE'S A KISS
WE [D7] HOPE THAT THIS BRINGS
[G7/] LOTS [G7/] OF
[Gdim/] LUCK [Gdim/] TO [G/] YOU, [G/] IT
[C] MAKES NO DIFFERENCE
[E7] HOW WE CARRY [A7] ON, BUT...
[D7] PLEASE DON'T TALK
A-[G7]-BOUT US WHEN WE'RE [C] GONE

INSTRUMENTAL WITH KAZOO:
[C] PLEASE DON'T TALK
[D7] THOUGH OUR FRIENDSHIP
AND [C] IF YOU CAN'T SAY
IT'S [D7] BETTER NOT TO
[G7] TALK IS OUR AD-[C]-VICE

[E7] Y' GO YOUR WAY WE'LL GOOURS,
[A7] IT'S BEST WE DO
[D7] HERE'S A KISS
WE [D7] HOPE THAT THIS BRINGS
[G7/] LOTS [G7/] OF
[Gdim/] LUCK [Gdim/] TO [G/] YOU, [G/] IT
[C] MAKES NO DIFFERENCE
[E7] HOW WE CARRY [A7] ON, BUT...
[D7] PLEASE DON'T TALK
A-[G7]-BOUT US WHEN WE'RE [C] GONE [C]
[D7] PLEASE DON'T TALK
A-[G7]-BOUT US WHEN WE'RE [C] GONE! [G7/][C/]